
SECTION-A

Note: Very Short  Answer type questions. Attempt any 

15 parts.  (15x2=30)

Q.1 a) Name any two refinery in India.

 b) Write the composition of petroleum.

 c) What is aniline point?

 d) What is cracking?

 e) What is cloud point?

 f) What is separation process?

 g) Write about API gravity.

 h) Define alkylation.

 i) Write the cracking Rxn.
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SECTION-C 

Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any three 

questions.   3x10=30

Q.3 What is petroleum? Discuss  all the properties & 

specification of it.

Q.4 Draw the flow sheet and describe the process of 

sulphuric acid alkylation process.

Q.5 Draw the flow sheet and describe the process of 

phenol from cumene.

Q.6 Define separation. Explain vacuum distillation 

with diagram. 

Q.7 Explain any two.

 a) Lubricating oil

 b) API gravity & specific gravity

 c) LPG
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 iv) Write the pertient properties of ethylene 

oxide

 v) Name the important petrochemical feed 

stock.

 vi) Classify crudes.

 vii) Write four uses of petrol.

 viii) Write uses of vinyl chloride.

 ix) Discuss the explorations of crude.

 x) What is topping?

 xi) Name and uses of chemicals from C1 

Compound.

 xii) Differentiate between flash and fire point .

 xiii) Give uses of butadiene.

 xiv) Write any one testing method of petroleum 

product.

 xv) What is solvent extraction?
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 j) Write the polymerisation Rxn.

 k) Expand TCR.

 l) Write the practical utility of fire point.

 m) What is distillation.

 n) Write name of C  Compound.1

 o) Write the formula of ethylene.

 p) Explain feed stocks.

 q) What is synthesis gas?

 r) Write two uses of waxes.

SECTION-B 

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any ten 

parts   10x4=40

Q.2 i) Explain drilling process for the production of 

crude.

 ii)  Explain cetane No.

 iii) What is thermal cracking
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